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FIFA is the international governing body of football (soccer). FIFA supply
Human Circus entertainment. A Culture of the Chain of Evil.
FIFA World Cups' are Government supported mass entertainment for the non
struggling population. Entertainment consists of 2 teams of immature adults
chasing a ball. Games are elitist, each World Cup has a winning team of high
performance players & many losing teams'. Winners become false idols
(Glitz-Media Celebrities). Loosers are abused.
FIFA after bribes, corruption, deceit, vote-rigging,... Decides every 4 years
which country gets to hold the World Cup. Members bribe each other with
millions in currency. They ask their Government for behind the scenes help.
Corrupt, dishonest, rigged,...
Only Tyrannies & rich Nations can afford to supply infrastructure for the
World Cup. These Games need purpose build facilities & infrastructure,
wasting community resources & creating long-term community debt. These
Facilities are Energy wasters & Polluters. These Facilities are under used &
high in maintenance costs. Stop building these Facilities.
Purpose of Games is Marketing catering to Addictions: Alcohol, Gambling,
Shopping, Smoking, Fast-Food, Gadgets... Gambling, drug abuse & selfish
elitist Athletes lead to cheating, corruption, crime...
Profiteering Sponsors of Games & elitist Players (performance-freaks) &
Nationalism drive the World Cup. Nations spend a fortune to create high
performance-teams. The FIFA World Cup is corrupt entertainment for the
non-struggling to benefit parasitic profiteers & a waste of a nations wealth.
Brazil's Government altert its laws (after kickbacks?) concerning Alcohol to
please FIFA. This corrupt Government betrayed its people by exposing them
to the Alcohol plaque. Brazilians are to hold every member of this immoral
Government accountable (non-violent).
Reports by investigative journalists have alleged bribery, corruption, voterigging at all levels of the FIFA organization. The US has charged FIFA
officials with money laundering, racketeering, wire-fraud,... The Swiss are
also investigating FIFA.
It is obvious that the World Cups to be held in 2018(Russia) & 2022(Qatar)
were awarded fraudulent. The World Cup is to be cancelled.
Qatar has a 1000 deaths sofar preparing for the World Cup. The Bloodiest
World Cup ever. Any player, spectator, Tv viewer watching would in 1GOD's
eyes have moral blood on their hands & would be held accountable.

Close FIFA

'C a n c e l Wor l d C u p'
MUST–DO:
Cancel Mens' & Womens' World Cup's!
Close down FIFA prosecute MS /R6 its corrupt, fraudulent, greedy,...
members.
Close down & demolish World Cup Training & Event venues! Recycle
building material for Cluster-homes, Shire medical & education Complex,
Provincial Hospital & education Complex, Market-Gardens,... Do it now!
All World Cup records are deleted! All medals are recycled!
World Cup Athletes are SHUNNED & their records deleted!
Educators are to explain to their scholars that Olympians are not rolemodels & are SHUNNED!
Government that supports World Cup participation is replaced.
Sponsored Addictions: Alcohol, Gambling, Shopping, Smoking, Fast-food,
Gadgets... are SHUNNED. Addictions marketers & providers are held
accountable & prosecuted: MS /R7
Close down 'Glitz-Media'.
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